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Privacy notions

Identity Confidentiality (I) – user identity of a user to whom a services 
is delivered cannot be eavesdropped on the radio access link [1].

Data Confidentiality (D) – protecting data against unintentional, 
unlawful, or unauthorized access, disclosure, or theft [2].

Unlinkability (U) – unlinkability of two or more items of interest from 
an attacker's perspective means that within the system, the attacker 
cannot distinguish whether these items are related or not [3].
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FACULTY OF SCIENCE

R1-MNO-I MNO should not learn that Alice13 is the 
identifier of Alice for APPIFY.

R2-MNO-D MNO should not learn what content Alice 
sends to and receives from APPIFY.

R3-MNO-D MNO should not learn which APPIFY 
Alice is using.

R4-MNO-U MNO should not be able to distinguish 
whether two messages go to the same 
MEC application.

R5-MNO-U MNO should not be able to distinguish 
whether two messages are related to the 
same user identifier for MEC application.

R6-MEC-I MEC should not learn that identities Alice, 
Alice13, or IMSI1 are relevant to the 
messages.

R7-MEC-D MEC should not learn the content that 
Alice sends to and receives from APPIFY.

R8-MEC-U MEC should not be able to distinguish 
whether two messages are related to the 
same user, same IMSI, or same identifier 
of MEC application.

R9-APP-I APPIFY should not learn that Alice or 
IMSI1 is related to Alice13.

R10-APP-D APPIFY should not learn anything related 
to Alice, if Alice does not provide such 
information.

R11-APP-U APPIFY should not distinguish whether 
two messages are coming from the same 
device.

R12-APP-U APPIFY should not distinguish whether 
two messages are related to the same 
IMSI.

R13-OUT-I Outsiders should not learn anything 
related to identities.

R14-OUT-D Outsiders should not learn which MEC 
application Alice is using.

R15-OUT-D Outsiders should not learn the content of 
what Alice is sending and receiving. 

R16-OUT-U Outsiders should not be able to 
distinguish whether two UEs use the same 
MEC application.

R17-OUT-U Outsiders should not be able to 
distinguish whether two messages are 
related to the same MEC application.

Privacy Requirements

Adversary Models

MNO, MEC, and APPIFY : Honest-but-Curious + Passive Dolev-Yao

Outsiders : Dolev-Yao

Other UEs : Malicious

Alice : not an adversary in this scenario

Scenario

Alice is a subscriber of a Mobile Network Operator, MNO. Alice wants to use a MEC 
application, which is called APPIFY. 
• In order to use APPIFY, the messages of Alice should go through the network of MNO and 

the MEC host. 
• Even though the traffic between the parties are encrypted, the MNO and the MEC host can 

see the message flow between Alice and APPIFY. 
• Still, Alice wants to communicate with APPIFY without revealing the identity of APPIFY 

and the content of the messages to MNO. 
• Alice also wants to be anonymous towards MEC host.

MEC is one of the emerging key 
technologies in 5G Mobile 

Networks, providing reduced 
end-to-end latency for 

applications and reduced load 
in the transport network.

Dependent Parties

Dependent parties share information which is not strictly needed for providing the service. 
This may happen, for example, when the parties are part of the same company. There are five 
possible combinations of dependent parties in our scenario. 
1) MNO, MEC, and APPIFY are all independent.
2) MNO and MEC are dependent.
3) MEC and APPIFY are dependent.
4) MNO and APPIFY are dependent.
5) MNO, MEC, and APPIFY are all dependent.
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